Applications are invited for one post of JRF/SRF/RA in a CSIR sponsored research project entitled ‘Systematic studies of Euphorbia species (Euphorbiaceae) from South India’ vide CSIR letter no. 38(1363)/13/EMR-II dated 14-2-2013.

JRF – M.Sc. Botany/Plant Sciences with minimum 55% marks qualified in NET/GATE.

SRF – Two years research experience evidenced by published research articles in addition to M.Sc. Botany/Plant Sciences with minimum 55% marks.

RA – Ph.D. in the related field.

Fellowship: JRF/SRF/RA Fellowship and HRA will be paid in accordance with CSIR and university rules.

Age limit: The upper age limit for JRF, SRF and RA shall be 28, 33 and 35 years respectively.

Tenure: Maximum of three years, i.e. up to 31 March 2016 or co-terminus with the project.

How to apply: The detailed bio-data indicating name, date of birth, academic qualifications, experience if any, particulars of publications, and any other relevant information should reach the undersigned either by post or e-mail to rvenkataraju@yahoo.com on or before 20 August 2014.

Eligible candidates will be called for interview. No TA and DA will be paid for attending interview.

Prof. R. R. Venkata Raju, Principal Investigator, Phone: 08554-25 5727 (O); 94402 89488(M)

---

Nominations are invited for the following two Awards

(1) **Dr R. B. Ekbote Award**: The award is in recognition of significant research contribution in the various areas of Botany including Agricultural Botany, Plant Breeding/Genetics and Cytogenetics and consists of a citation and a token cash award of Rs 5,000.

(2) **Shri V. P. Gokhale Award**: The award is in recognition of significant research contribution in the various areas of Phytopathology and consists of a citation and a token cash award of Rs 5,000.

The awards would be given on 18 November 2014 during the Founder’s day function.

Nominations of interested scientists may be sent for the above 2 awards separately giving the details like Name of the candidate, Address for correspondence, Institutional affiliation, Educational qualifications from 1st degree onwards, Special honours/awards/prizes, Professional career with designation of post(s) held, Names of two referees with addresses who can be contacted for writing reference on your behalf, Brief statement about significant (basic and applied) research contributions made by the candidate in last five years (not more than 250 words), List of publications during the last ten years, Future plans for research and extension work (not more than 250 words). The emphasis is on the research work carried out during last five years. Nominations should reach the Hon. Secretary, M.A.C.S. by 30 September 2014.